KEY PRODUCT DIFFERENCES

SIMILARITIES
- CARBON FIBER PLATE
  Designed to deliver a smooth transition through gait cycle
- SAME STACK HEIGHT

CHANGES
- NEW MESH UPPER
- SOFTER MIDSOLE
- INTUITIVE HEEL PULL-TAB

SPECS

WOMEN:
- 30mm heel 25mm forefoot / 7.2 oz. 204g
- WOMEN: 30mm heel 25mm forefoot / 7.0 oz. 198g
- S36x32 \ V581 \ C001

MEN:
- 32mm heel 27mm forefoot / 8.5 oz. 241g
- MEN: 32mm heel 27mm forefoot / 8.4 oz. 239g
- S41x36 \ V728 \ C001